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Unit 4 

Unsupervised Learning 

Introduction to Unsupervised Learning 

Unsupervised learning is a type of machine learning algorithm used to draw inferences from 
datasets consisting of input data without labeled responses. 

The most common unsupervised learning method is cluster analysis, which is used for 
exploratory data analysis to find hidden patterns or grouping in data. The clusters are modeled 
using a measure of similarity which is defined upon metrics such as Euclidean or probabilistic 
distance. 

 

Common clustering algorithms include: 

 Hierarchical clustering: builds a multilevel hierarchy of clusters by creating a cluster 
tree 

 k-Means clustering: partitions data into k distinct clusters based on distance to the 
centroid of a cluster 

 Gaussian mixture models: models clusters as a mixture of multivariate normal density 
components 

 Self-organizing maps: uses neural networks that learn the topology and distribution of 
the data 

 Hidden Markov models: uses observed data to recover the sequence of states 

Unsupervised learning methods are used in bioinformatics for sequence analysis and genetic 
clustering; in data mining for sequence and pattern mining; in medical imaging for image 
segmentation; and in computer vision for object recognition. 

Association Rule 
 
Association Rule mining can be done in both scenarios, supervised and unsupervised. 
Initially association rule mining was used in unsupervised scenarios to discover interesting 
patterns. For example, you could mine the transaction data of a grocery store for frequent 
patterns and association rules. An example rule could be {milk, bread} -> {eggs}, this rule 
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would tell you that if someone purchased milk and bread together, then they are also likely to 
purchase eggs.  
Later, several algorithms were developed to use association rule mining for classification. Here, 
you would proceed as follows. During the training stage, you would label all of your data with 
the class labels and then mine only those rules that that have a class label on the right hand side. 
Those rules are representative of the corresponding classes, and essentially are the classifier. 
When you get a new (unlabelled) instance, you would score it against all of the rules and the 
class that scored the highest becomes the predicted class label for this new instance. 
By the way, association rule mining is originally designed to work with discrete (categorical) 
data, however, you can discretize any continuous attributes during the pre-processing stage.   

Cluster Analysis 

Cluster analysis, also called segmentation analysis or taxonomy analysis, creates groups, or 
clusters, of data. Clusters are formed in such a way that objects in the same cluster are similar 
and objects in different clusters are distinct. Measures of similarity depend on the application. 

Hierarchical Clustering groups data over a variety of scales by creating a cluster tree or 
dendrogram. The tree is not a single set of clusters, but rather a multilevel hierarchy, where 
clusters at one level are joined as clusters at the next level. This allows you to decide the level or 
scale of clustering that is most appropriate for your application. The Statistics and Machine 
Learning Toolbox™ function clusterdata performs all of the necessary steps for you. It 
incorporates the pdist, linkage, and cluster functions, which may be used separately for 
more detailed analysis. The dendrogram function plots the cluster tree. 

K means clustering 

k-Means Clustering is a partitioning method. The function kmeans partitions data into k mutually 
exclusive clusters, and returns the index of the cluster to which it has assigned each observation. 
Unlike hierarchical clustering, k-means clustering operates on actual observations (rather than 
the larger set of dissimilarity measures), and creates a single level of clusters. The distinctions 
mean that k-means clustering is often more suitable than hierarchical clustering for large 
amounts of data. 

DBSCAN is a density-based algorithm that identifies arbitrarily shaped clusters and outliers 
(noise) in data. The function dbscan performs clustering on an input data matrix or on pairwise 
distances between observations. dbscan returns the cluster indices and a vector indicating the 
observations that are core points, which are points that have at least a minimum number of 
neighbors (minpts) in their epsilon neighborhood (epsilon). Unlike k-means clustering, the 
DBSCAN algorithm does not require prior knowledge of the number of clusters, and clusters are 
not necessarily spheroidal. DBSCAN is also useful for density-based outlier detection, because it 
identifies points that do not belong to any cluster. 

Cluster Using Gaussian Mixture Models form clusters by representing the probability density 
function of observed variables as a mixture of multivariate normal densities. Mixture models of 
the gmdistribution class use an expectation maximization (EM) algorithm to fit data, which 
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assigns posterior probabilities to each component density with respect to each observation. 
Clusters are assigned by selecting the component that maximizes the posterior probability. 
Clustering using Gaussian mixture models is sometimes considered a soft clustering method. The 
posterior probabilities for each point indicate that each data point has some probability of 
belonging to each cluster. Like k-means clustering, Gaussian mixture modeling uses an iterative 
algorithm that converges to a local optimum. Gaussian mixture modeling may be more 
appropriate than k-means clustering when clusters have different sizes and correlation within 
them. 

Reinforcement Learning 

It is about taking suitable action to maximize reward in a particular situation. It is employed by various 

software and machines to find the best possible behavior or path it should take in a specific situation. 

Reinforcement learning differs from the supervised learning in a way that in supervised learning the 

training data has the answer key with it so the model is trained with the correct answer itself whereas in 

reinforcement learning, there is no answer but the reinforcement agent decides what to do to perform 

the given task. In the absence of training dataset, it is bound to learn from its experience. 

Main points in Reinforcement learning – 

 Input: The input should be an initial state from which the model will start 
 Output: There are many possible output as there are variety of solution to a particular 

problem 
 Training: The training is based upon the input, The model will return a state and the user 

will decide to reward or punish the model based on its output. 
 The model keeps continues to learn. 
 The best solution is decided based on the maximum reward. 

Difference between Reinforcement learning and Supervised learning:  

Reinforcement learning Supervised learning 

Reinforcement learning is all about making decisions 
sequentially. In simple words we can say that the out depends 
on the state of the current input and the next input depends on 
the output of the previous input 

In Supervised learning the 
decision is made on the initial 
input or the input given at the start 

In Reinforcement learning decision is dependent, So we give 
labels to sequences of dependent decisions 

Supervised learning the decisions 
are independent of each other so 
labels are given to each decision. 

Example: Chess game  Example: Object recognition 

Types of Reinforcement: There are two types of Reinforcement: 

1. Positive – 
Positive Reinforcement is defined as when an event, occurs due to a particular behavior, 
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increases the strength and the frequency of the behavior. In other words it has a positive 
effect on the behavior.  

Advantages of reinforcement learning are: 

o Maximizes Performance 
o Sustain Change for a long period of time 

Disadvantages of reinforcement learning: 

o Too much Reinforcement can lead to overload of states which can diminish the 
results 

2. Negative – 
Negative Reinforcement is defined as strengthening of a behavior because a negative 
condition is stopped or avoided.  

Advantages of reinforcement learning: 

o Increases Behavior 
o Provide defiance to minimum standard of performance 

Disadvantages of reinforcement learning: 

o It Only provides enough to meet up the minimum behavior 

Various Practical applications of Reinforcement Learning – 

 RL can be used in robotics for industrial automation. 
 RL can be used in machine learning and data processing 
 RL can be used to create training systems that provide custom instruction and materials 

according to the requirement of students. 

RL can be used in large environments in the following situations: 

1. A model of the environment is known, but an analytic solution is not available; 
2. Only a simulation model of the environment is given (the subject of simulation-based 

optimization);[6] 
3. The only way to collect information about the environment is to interact with it. 
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Suppose there are set of data points that needs to be grouped into several parts or clusters based 
on their similarity. In machine learning, this is known as Clustering. 

There are several methods available for clustering like:  

 K Means Clustering 
 Hierarchical Clustering 
 Gaussian Mixture Models  

Clustering K means 

K-means clustering is a type of unsupervised learning, which is used when you have unlabeled 
data (i.e., data without defined categories or groups). The goal of this algorithm is to find groups 
in the data, with the number of groups represented by the variable K. The algorithm works 
iteratively to assign each data point to one of K groups based on the features that are provided. 
Data points are clustered based on feature similarity. The results of the K-means clustering 
algorithm are: 

1. The centroids of the K clusters, which can be used to label new data 
2. Labels for the training data (each data point is assigned to a single cluster) 

Rather than defining groups before looking at the data, clustering allows you to find and analyze 
the groups that have formed organically. The "Choosing K" section below describes how the 
number of groups can be determined.   

Each centroid of a cluster is a collection of feature values which define the resulting groups. 
Examining the centroid feature weights can be used to qualitatively interpret what kind of group 
each cluster represents.  

The K-means clustering algorithm is used to find groups which have not been explicitly labeled 
in the data. This can be used to confirm business assumptions about what types of groups exist or 
to identify unknown groups in complex data sets. Once the algorithm has been run and the 
groups are defined, any new data can be easily assigned to the correct group. 

This is a versatile algorithm that can be used for any type of grouping. Some examples of use 
cases are: 

 Behavioral segmentation:  
o Segment by purchase history 
o Segment by activities on application, website, or platform 
o Define personas based on interests 
o Create profiles based on activity monitoring 

 Inventory categorization:  
o Group inventory by sales activity 
o Group inventory by manufacturing metrics 

 Sorting sensor measurements:  
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o Detect activity types in motion sensors 
o Group images 
o Separate audio 
o Identify groups in health monitoring 

 Detecting bots or anomalies:  
o Separate valid activity groups from bots 
o Group valid activity to clean up outlier detection 

In addition, monitoring if a tracked data point switches between groups over time can be used to 
detect meaningful changes in the data.  

Algorithm 

The Κ-means clustering algorithm uses iterative refinement to produce a final result. The 
algorithm inputs are the number of clusters Κ and the data set. The data set is a collection of 
features for each data point. The algorithms starts with initial estimates for the Κ centroids, 
which can either be randomly generated or randomly selected from the data set. The algorithm 
then iterates between two steps: 

1. Data assigment step: 

Each centroid defines one of the clusters. In this step, each data point is assigned to its nearest 
centroid, based on the squared Euclidean distance. More formally, if ci is the collection of 
centroids in set C, then each data point x is assigned to a cluster based on 

 

where dist( · ) is the standard (L2) Euclidean distance. Let the set of data point assignments for 
each i th cluster centroid be Si. 

2. Centroid update step: 

In this step, the centroids are recomputed. This is done by taking the mean of all data points 
assigned to that centroid's cluster. 

 

The algorithm iterates between steps one and two until a stopping criteria is met (i.e., no data 
points change clusters, the sum of the distances is minimized, or some maximum number of 
iterations is reached). 

This algorithm is guaranteed to converge to a result. The result may be a local optimum (i.e. not 
necessarily the best possible outcome), meaning that assessing more than one run of the 
algorithm with randomized starting centroids may give a better outcome. 
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Choosing K 

The algorithm described above finds the clusters and data set labels for a particular pre-chosen K. 
To find the number of clusters in the data, the user needs to run the K-means clustering algorithm 
for a range of K values and compare the results. In general, there is no method for determining 
exact value of K, but an accurate estimate can be obtained using the following techniques. 

One of the metrics that is commonly used to compare results across different values of K is the 
mean distance between data points and their cluster centroid. Since increasing the number of 
clusters will always reduce the distance to data points, increasing K will always decrease this 
metric, to the extreme of reaching zero when K is the same as the number of data points. Thus, 
this metric cannot be used as the sole target. Instead, mean distance to the centroid as a function 
of K is plotted and the "elbow point," where the rate of decrease sharply shifts, can be used to 
roughly determine K. 

A number of other techniques exist for validating K, including cross-validation, information 
criteria, the information theoretic jump method, the silhouette method, and the G-means 
algorithm. In addition, monitoring the distribution of data points across groups provides insight 
into how the algorithm is splitting the data for each K. 

 

EM -- The Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm can be used to generate the best hypothesis for 

the distributional parameters of some multi-modal data. 

The two steps of the EM algorithm are: 
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1. E-step: perform probabilistic assignments of each data point to some class based on the 
current hypothesis h for the distributional class parameters;  

2. M-step: update the hypothesis h for the distributional class parameters based on the new 
data assignments.  

During the E-step we are calculating the expected value of cluster assignments. During the M-
step we are calculating a new maximum likelihood for our hypothesis. 

The Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm is an iterative way to find maximum-likelihood 
estimates for model parameters when the data is incomplete or has some missing data points or 
has some hidden variables. EM chooses some random values for the missing data points and 
estimates a new set of data. These new values are then recursively used to estimate a better first 
data, by filling up missing points, until the values get fixed. 
These are the two basic steps of the EM algorithm, namely E Step or Expectation Step or 
Estimation Step and M Step or Maximization Step. 

 Estimation step:  

o initialize , and by some random values, or by K means clustering 
results or by hierarchical clustering results. 

o Then for those given parameter values, estimate the value of the latent variables 
(i.e ) 

 Maximization Step:  

o Update the value of the parameters( i.e. , and ) calculated using ML 
method. 

 

Mixture of Gaussians— 

Mixture of Gaussians is a probabilistic model commonly used for clustering: partitioning a set of data 

points into a set of clusters, where data points within a cluster are similar to one another. 

Gaussian mixture models are a probabilistic model for representing normally distributed 
subpopulations within an overall population. Mixture models in general don't require knowing 
which subpopulation a data point belongs to, allowing the model to learn the subpopulations 
automatically. Since subpopulation assignment is not known, this constitutes a form of 
unsupervised learning. 

For example, in modeling human height data, height is typically modeled as a normal 
distribution for each gender with a mean of approximately 5'10" for males and 5'5" for females. 
Given only the height data and not the gender assignments for each data point, the distribution of 
all heights would follow the sum of two scaled (different variance) and shifted (different mean) 
normal distributions. A model making this assumption is an example of a Gaussian mixture 
model (GMM), though in general a GMM may have more than two components. Estimating the 
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parameters of the individual normal distribution components is a canonical problem in modeling 
data with GMMs. 

GMMs have been used for feature extraction from speech data, and have also been used 
extensively in object tracking of multiple objects, where the number of mixture components and 
their means predict object locations at each frame in a video sequence. 

 

Factor Analysis 

Factor analysis is a statistical method used to describe variability among observed, correlated variables 

in terms of a potentially lower number of unobserved variables called factors. In other words, it is 

possible, for example, that variations in three or four observed variables mainly reflect the variations in 

fewer unobserved variables. Factor analysis searches for such joint variations in response to unobserved 

latent variables. The observed variables are modelled as linear combinations of the potential factors, 

plus "error" terms. 

Factor analysis is a generic term for a family of statistical techniques concerned with the 
reduction of a set of observable variables in terms of a small number of latent factors. It has been 
developed primarily for analyzing relationships among several measurable entities (such as 
survey items or test scores). The underlying assumption of factor analysis is that there exist 
several unobserved latent variables (or “factors”) that account for the correlations among 
observed variables. On high level the objectives are - 

1> Capture maximum variability in the data with minimum number of variables 

2> Minimize the overlap of information among the variables e.g. average saving account balance 
& Income. Only one should be selected and not both since they are highly correlated. 

 

PCA 

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a statistical procedure that uses an orthogonal transformation 

which converts a set of correlated variables to a set of uncorrelated variables. PCA is a most widely used 

tool in exploratory data analysis and in machine learning for predictive models. Moreover, PCA is an 

unsupervised statistical technique used to examine the interrelations among a set of variables. It is also 

known as a general factor analysis where regression determines a line of best fit. 

Principal Component Analysis  

The main idea of principal component analysis (PCA) is to reduce the dimensionality of a data 
set consisting of many variables correlated with each other, either heavily or lightly, while 
retaining the variation present in the dataset, up to the maximum extent. The same is done by 
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transforming the variables to a new set of variables, which are known as the principal 
components (or simply, the PCs) and are orthogonal, ordered such that the retention of variation 
present in the original variables decreases as we move down in the order. So, in this way, the 1st 
principal component retains maximum variation that was present in the original components. The 
principal components are the eigenvectors of a covariance matrix, and hence they are orthogonal. 

Importantly, the dataset on which PCA technique is to be used must be scaled. The results are 
also sensitive to the relative scaling. As a layman, it is a method of summarizing data. Imagine 
some wine bottles on a dining table. Each wine is described by its attributes like colour, strength, 
age, etc. But redundancy will arise because many of them will measure related properties. So 
what PCA will do in this case is summarize each wine in the stock with less 
characteristics.            

Intuitively, Principal Component Analysis can supply the user with a lower-dimensional picture, 
a projection or "shadow" of this object when viewed from its most informative viewpoint. 

 

 Dimensionality: It is the number of random variables in a dataset or simply the number of 
features, or rather more simply, the number of columns present in your dataset. 

 Correlation: It shows how strongly two variable are related to each other. The value of 
the same ranges for -1 to +1. Positive indicates that when one variable increases, the 
other increases as well, while negative indicates the other decreases on increasing the 
former. And the modulus value of indicates the strength of relation. 

 Orthogonal: Uncorrelated to each other, i.e., correlation between any pair of variables is 
0. 

 Eigenvectors: Eigenvectors and Eigenvalues are in itself a big domain, let‟s restrict 
ourselves to the knowledge of the same which we would require here. So, consider a non-
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zero vector v. It is an eigenvector of a square matrix A, if Av is a scalar multiple of v. Or 
simply: 

Av = ƛv 

Here, v is the eigenvector and ƛ is the eigenvalue associated with it. 

 Covariance Matrix: This matrix consists of the covariances between the pairs of 
variables. The (i,j)th element is the covariance between i-th and j-th variable. 

Properties of Principal Component 

Technically, a principal component can be defined as a linear combination of optimally-weighted 
observed variables. The output of PCA are these principal components, the number of which is 
less than or equal to the number of original variables. Less, in case when we wish to discard or 
reduce the dimensions in our dataset. The PCs possess some useful properties which are listed 
below: 

1. The PCs are essentially the linear combinations of the original variables, the weights vector in 

this combination is actually the eigenvector found which in turn satisfies the principle of least 

squares. 

2. The PCs are orthogonal, as already discussed. 

3. The variation present in the PCs decrease as we move from the 1st PC to the last one, hence the 

importance. 

The least important PCs are also sometimes useful in regression, outlier detection, etc. 

Implementing PCA on a 2-D Dataset 

Step 1: Normalize the data 

First step is to normalize the data that we have so that PCA works properly. This is done by 
subtracting the respective means from the numbers in the respective column. So if we have two 
dimensions X and Y, all X become �- and all Y become �-. This produces a dataset whose mean 
is zero. 

Step 2: Calculate the covariance matrix 

Since the dataset we took is 2-dimensional, this will result in a 2x2 Covariance matrix. 

 

Please note that Var[X1] = Cov[X1,X1] and Var[X2] = Cov[X2,X2]. 
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Step 3: Calculate the eigenvalues and eigenvectors 

Next step is to calculate the eigenvalues and eigenvectors for the covariance matrix. The same is 
possible because it is a square matrix. ƛ is an eigenvalue for a matrix A if it is a solution of the 
characteristic equation: 

det( ƛI - A ) = 0 

Where, I is the identity matrix of the same dimension as A which is a required condition for the 
matrix subtraction as well in this case and „det’ is the determinant of the matrix. For each 
eigenvalue ƛ, a corresponding eigen-vector v, can be found by solving: 

( ƛI - A )v = 0 

Step 4: Choosing components and forming a feature vector: 

We order the eigenvalues from largest to smallest so that it gives us the components in order or 
significance. Here comes the dimensionality reduction part. If we have a dataset with n variables, 
then we have the corresponding n eigenvalues and eigenvectors. It turns out that the eigenvector 
corresponding to the highest eigenvalue is the principal component of the dataset and it is our 
call as to how many eigenvalues we choose to proceed our analysis with. To reduce the 
dimensions, we choose the first p eigenvalues and ignore the rest. We do lose out some 
information in the process, but if the eigenvalues are small, we do not lose much. 

Next we form a feature vector which is a matrix of vectors, in our case, the eigenvectors. In fact, 
only those eigenvectors which we want to proceed with. Since we just have 2 dimensions in the 
running example, we can either choose the one corresponding to the greater eigenvalue or simply 
take both. 

Feature Vector = (eig1, eig2) 

Step 5: Forming Principal Components: 

This is the final step where we actually form the principal components using all the math we did 
till here. For the same, we take the transpose of the feature vector and left-multiply it with the 
transpose of scaled version of original dataset. 

NewData = FeatureVectorT x ScaledDataT 

Here, 

NewData is the Matrix consisting of the principal components, 

FeatureVector is the matrix we formed using the eigenvectors we chose to keep, and 

ScaledData is the scaled version of original dataset 
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(„T‟ in the superscript denotes transpose of a matrix which is formed by interchanging the rows 
to columns and vice versa. In particular, a 2x3 matrix has a transpose of size 3x2) 

 If we go back to the theory of eigenvalues and eigenvectors, we see that, essentially, 
eigenvectors provide us with information about the patterns in the data. In particular, in the 
running example of 2-D set, if we plot the eigenvectors on the scatterplot of data, we find that the 
principal eigenvector (corresponding to the largest eigenvalue) actually fits well with the data. 
The other one, being perpendicular to it, does not carry much information and hence, we are at 
not much loss when deprecating it, hence reducing the dimension. 

All the eigenvectors of a matrix are perpendicular to each other. So, in PCA, what we do is 
represent or transform the original dataset using these orthogonal (perpendicular) eigenvectors 
instead of representing on normal x and y axes. We have now classified our data points as a 
combination of contributions from both x and y. The difference lies when we actually disregard 
one or many eigenvectors, hence, reducing the dimension of the dataset. Otherwise, in case, we 
take all the eigenvectors in account, we are just transforming the co-ordinates and hence, not 
serving the purpose. 

pplications of Principal Component Analysis 

PCA is predominantly used as a dimensionality reduction technique in domains like facial 
recognition, computer vision and image compression. It is also used for finding patterns in data 
of high dimension in the field of finance, data mining, bioinformatics, psychology, etc. 

PCA for images: 

You must be wondering many a times show can a machine read images or do some calculations 
using just images and no numbers. We will try to answer a part of that now. For simplicity, we 
will be restricting our discussion to square images only. Any square image of size NxN pixels 
can be represented as a NxN matrix where each element is the intensity value of the image. (The 
image is formed placing the rows of pixels one after the other to form one single image.) So if 
you have a set of images, we can form a matrix out of these matrices, considering a row of pixels 
as a vector, we are ready to start principal component analysis on it. How is it useful ? 

Say you are given an image to recognize which is not a part of the previous set. The machine 
checks the differences between the to-be-recognized image and each of the principal 
components. It turns out that the process performs well if PCA is applied and the differences are 
taken from the „transformed‟ matrix. Also, applying PCA gives us the liberty to leave out some 
of the components without losing out much information and thus reducing the complexity of the 
problem. 

For image compression, on taking out less significant eigenvectors, we can actually decrease the 
size of the image for storage. But to mention, on reproducing the original image from this will 
lose out some information for obvious reasons. 

Usage in programming: 
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For application of PCA, you can hard-code the whole process in any programming language, be 
it C++, R, Python, etc. or directly use the libraries made available by contributors. However, it is 
recommended to hard-code in case the problem is not too complex so that you actually get to see 
what exactly is happening in the back-end when the analysis is being done and also understand 
the corner cases. Just for instance, in R, there are libraries called princomp, HSAUR,  prcomp, 
etc. which can be used for direct application. 

ICA 

ICA is a computational method for separating a multivariate signals into additive 
subcomponents. ICA works under the assumption that the subcomponents comprising the signal 
sources are non-Gaussian and are statistically independent from each other. 

ICA plays a dominant role in medical research in biomedical signal extraction and separation. 
Biomedical signals from many sources including hearts, brains and endocrine systems pose a 
challenge as researchers need to separate weak signals arriving from multiple sources 
contaminated with artifacts and noise. 

The below figure is an example of how signal from disparate sources mixed in varied 
proportions is identified by ICA. ICA aims to decompose the signals into subcomponents to 
identify the activity of distinct signal sources. 

 

 Linear projections which are not necessarily orthogonal to each other. 
 Generalization of PCA where principal components are nearly statistically independent. 
 Source data comprises of linear mixtures of non-gaussian unknown latent variables. 
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Hierarchical Agglomeration 

Agglomerative hierarchical clustering is a bottom-up clustering method where clusters have 
sub-clusters, which in turn have sub-clusters, etc. The classic example of this is species 
taxonomy. Gene expression data might also exhibit this hierarchical quality (e.g. 
neurotransmitter gene families). Agglomerative hierarchical clustering starts with every 
single object (gene or sample) in a single cluster. Then, in each successive iteration, it 
agglomerates (merges) the closest pair of clusters by satisfying some similarity criteria, until 
all of the data is in one cluster.  

The hierarchy within the final cluster has the following properties:  

 Clusters generated in early stages are nested in those generated in later stages.  
 Clusters with different sizes in the tree can be valuable for discovery.  

A Matrix Tree Plot visually demonstrates the hierarchy within the final cluster, where each 
merger is represented by a binary tree. 

  

Process 

 Assign each object to a separate cluster. 
 Evaluate all pair-wise distances between clusters (distance metrics are described 
in Distance Metrics Overview). 
 Construct a distance matrix using the distance values.  
 Look for the pair of clusters with the shortest distance.  
 Remove the pair from the matrix and merge them. 
 Evaluate all distances from this new cluster to all other clusters, and update the 
matrix. 
 Repeat until the distance matrix is reduced to a single element. 

Advantages 

 It can produce an ordering of the objects, which may be informative for data 
display. 
 Smaller clusters are generated, which may be helpful for discovery.  

 Disadvantages 

 No provision can be made for a relocation of objects that may have been 
'incorrectly' grouped at an early stage. The result should be examined closely to 
ensure it makes sense. 
 Use of different distance metrics for measuring distances between clusters may 
generate different results. Performing multiple experiments and comparing the results 
is recommended to support the veracity of the original results.  
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Text Representations  

Text Processing is one of the most common task in many ML applications. Below are some 
examples of such applications. 

• Language Translation: Translation of a sentence from one language to 
another. 
• Sentiment Analysis: To determine, from a text corpus, whether the  
sentiment towards any topic or product etc. is positive, negative, or 
neutral. 
• Spam Filtering:  Detect unsolicited and unwanted email/messages. 

 

Courtesy (sigmoidal) 

These applications deal with huge amount of text to perform classification or translation and 
involves a lot of work on the back end. Transforming text into something an algorithm can digest 
is a complicated process. In this article, we will discuss the steps involved in text processing. 

Step 1 : Data Preprocessing 

 Toke izatio  —  o e t se te es to o ds 

 Removing unnecessary punctuation, tags 

 Re o i g stop o ds — f e ue t o ds su h as ”the”, ”is”, et . that do ot ha e spe ifi  
semantic 

 Stemming —  o ds a e edu ed to a oot y e o i g i fle tio  th ough d oppi g u e essa y 
characters, usually a suffix. 

 Le atizatio  — A othe  app oa h to e o e i fle tio  y dete i i g the pa t of spee h a d 
utilizing detailed database of the language. 

The stemmed form of studies is: studi 

The stemmed form of studying is: study 

The lemmatized form of studies is: study 

The lemmatized form of studying is: study 
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Thus stemming & lemmatization help reduce words like „studies‟, „studying‟ to a common base 
form or root word „study‟. For detailed discussion on Stemming & Lemmatization refer here . 
Note that not all the steps are mandatory and is based on the application use case. For Spam 
Filtering we may follow all the above steps but may not for language translation problem. 

We can use python to do many text preprocessing operations. 

 NLTK — The Natural Language ToolKit is one of the best-known and most-used NLP libraries, 

useful for all sorts of tasks from t tokenization, stemming, tagging, parsing, and beyond 

 BeautifulSoup — Library for extracting data from HTML and XML documents 

#using NLTK library, we can do lot of text preprocesing 

import nltk 
from nltk.tokenize import word_tokenize 
#function to split text into word 

tokens = word_tokenize("The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog") 
nltk.download('stopwords') 
print(tokens) 

OUT: [„The‟, „quick‟, „brown‟, „fox‟, „jumps‟, „over‟, „the‟, „lazy‟, „dog‟] 

from nltk.corpus import stopwords 
stop_words = set(stopwords.words(‘english’)) 
tokens = [w for w in tokens if not w in stop_words] 
print(tokens) 

OUT: [„The‟, „quick‟, „brown‟, „fox‟, „jumps‟, „lazy‟, „dog‟] 

#NLTK provides several stemmer interfaces like Porter stemmer, #Lancaster 

Stemmer, Snowball Stemmer 

from nltk.stem.porter import PorterStemmer 
porter = PorterStemmer() 
stems = [] 
for t in tokens:     
    stems.append(porter.stem(t)) 
print(stems) 

OUT: [„the‟, „quick‟, „brown‟, „fox‟, „jump‟, „lazi‟, „dog‟] 

Step 2: Feature Extraction 

In text processing, words of the text represent discrete, categorical features. How do we encode 
such data in a way which is ready to be used by the algorithms? The mapping from textual data 
to real valued vectors is called feature extraction. One of the simplest techniques to numerically 
represent text is Bag of Words. 

Bag of Words (BOW): We make the list of unique words in the text corpus called vocabulary. 
Then we can represent each sentence or document as a vector with each word represented as 1 
for present and 0 for absent from the vocabulary. Another representation can be count the 
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number of times each word appears in a document. The most popular approach is using the 
Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) technique. 

 Term Frequency (TF) = (Number of times term t appears in a document)/(Number of terms in 

the document) 

 Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) = log(N/n), where, N is the number of documents and n is 

the number of documents a term t has appeared in. The IDF of a rare word is high, whereas the 

IDF of a frequent word is likely to be low. Thus having the effect of highlighting words that are 

distinct. 

 We calculate TF-IDF value of a term as = TF * IDF 

Let us take an example to calculate TF-IDF of a term in a document. 

 

Example text corpus 

Naive Bayes: This is a simple (naive) classification method based on Bayes rule. It relies on a 
very simple representation of the document (called the bag of words representation) 

Imagine we have 2 classes ( positive and negative ), and our input is a text representing a review 
of a movie. We want to know whether the review was positive or negative. So we may have a 
bag of positive words (e.g. love, amazing,hilarious, great), and a bag of negative words (e.g. 
hate, terrible). 

We may then count the number of times each of those words appears in the document, in order to 
classify the document as positive or negative. 

This technique works well for topic classification; say we have a set of academic papers, and we 
want to classify them into different topics (computer science, biology, mathematics). 

For difference between Naive Bayes & Multinomial Naive Bayes: 

 Naive Bayes is generic. Multinomial Naive Bayes is a specific instance of Naive Bayes 
where the P(Featurei|Class) follows multinomial distribution (word counts, probabilities, 
etc.) 
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Bayes’ Rule applied to Documents and Classes 

For a document d and a class c, and using Bayes‟ rule, 

P( c | d ) = [ P( d | c ) x P( c ) ] / [ P( d ) ] 

The class mapping for a given document is the class which has the maximum value of the above 
probability. 

Since all probabilities have P( d ) as their denominator, we can eliminate the denominator, and 
simply compare the different values of the numerator: 

P( c | d ) = P( d | c ) x P( c ) 

Now, what do we mean by the term P( d | c ) ? 

Let‟s represent the document as a set of features (words or tokens) x1, x2, x3, … 

We can then re-write P( d | c ) as: 

P( x1, x2, x3, … , xn | c ) 

What about P( c ) ? How do we calculate it? 

=> P( c ) is the total probability of a class. => How often does this class occur in total? 

E.g. in the case of classes positive and negative, we would be calculating the probability that 
any given review is positive ornegative, without actually analyzing the current input document. 

This is calculated by counting the relative frequencies of each class in a corpus. 

E.g. out of 10 reviews we have seen, 3 have been classified as positive. 

=> P ( positive ) = 3 / 10 

Now let‟s go back to the first term in the Naive Bayes equation: 

P( d | c ), or P( x1, x2, x3, … , xn | c ). 

 

VC Dimensions 

In statistical learning theory, VC dimension is a measure of the complexity of a continuous hypothesis 

class (such as linear classifiers). While it often corresponds to the number of parameters in a model, this 
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isn't always the case. There is a general bound on the generalization error of a classifier in terms of its 

error on a training set and its VC dimension. 

In Vapnik–Chervonenkis theory, the Vapnik–Chervonenkis (VC) dimension is a measure of the capacity 

(complexity, expressive power, richness, or flexibility) of a space of functions that can be learned by a 

statistical classification algorithm. It is defined as the cardinality of the largest set of points that the 

algorithm can shatter. It was originally defined by Vladimir Vapnik and Alexey Chervonenkis.
[1]

 

Structural risk Minimisations 

 
Structural risk minimization (SRM) (Vapnik and Chervonekis, 1974) is an inductive principle for 
model selection used for learning from finite training data sets. It describes a general model of 
capacity control and provides a trade-off between hypothesis space complexity (the VC 
dimension of approximating functions) and the quality of fitting the training data (empirical 
error). The procedure is outlined below.  

1. Using a priori knowledge of the domain, choose a class of functions, such as polynomials 
of degree n, neural networks having n hidden layer neurons, a set of splines with n nodes 
or fuzzy logic models having n rules. 
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2. Divide the class of functions into a hierarchy of nested subsets in order of increasing 
complexity. For example, polynomials of increasing degree. 

3. Perform empirical risk minimization on each subset (this is essentially parameter 
selection). 

4. Select the model in the series whose sum of empirical risk and VC confidence is minimal. 

Sewell (2006)  
SVMs use the spirit of the SRM principle.  

"Structural risk minimization (SRM) (Vapnik 1995) uses a set of models ordered in terms of 
their complexities. An example is polynomials of increasing order. The complexity is generally 
given by the number of free parameters. VC dimension is another measure of model complexity. 
In equation 4.37, we can have a set of decreasing λi to get a set of models ordered in increasing 
complexity. Model selection by SRM then corresponds to finding the model simplest in terms of 
order and best in terms of empirical error on the data." 
Alpaydin (2004), pages 80-81  

"When applying Theorem 4.1 one frequently considers a sequence of hypothesis spaces of 
increasing complexity and attempts to find a suitable hypothesis from each, for example neural 
networks with increasing numbers of hidden units. As the complexity increases the number of 
training errors will usually decrease, but the risk of overfitting the data correspondingly 
increases. By applying the theorem to each of the hypothesis spaces, we can choose the 
hypothesis for which the error bound is tightest. The following theorem summarizes this idea. (It 
follows, for example, from Theorem 2.3 in Shawe-Taylor et al. (1998).) 
[...] 
Notice that this result shows that we can obtain generalisaton error bounds for functions chosen 
from any of the hypothesis classes Hi. This is in contrast to Theorem 4.1, in which we needed to 
fix the class Hi in advance. This approach to trading off empirical error with hypothesis space 
complexity is known as Structural Risk Minimization (SRM). It is important to note that in order 
to apply SRM (using Theorem 4.1) we must define the hierarchy of hypothesis spaces before the 
data is observed. It is tempting to apply this result to support vector machines, since the 
following result shows that the VC dimension of large margin hyperplanes need not depend on 
the dimension of the feature space. 
[...] 
The bound suggests that maximising the margin performs SRM over the hypothesis spaces 
defined by a sequence of increasing margins, where we would define Hγ to be the space 
Hγ = {f|f has margin at least γ on X0}. 
The problem with this approach is that it violates one of the assumptions made in proving the 
SRM theorems, namely that the sequence of hypothesis spaces must be chosen before the data 
arrives. This is not possible, since a particular hyperplane can only be assigned to hypothesis 
space Hγ once we are able to measure its margin on the training data. 
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SVM and Large Margin Classifiers 

Support Vector Machine (SVM) have been very popular as a large margin classifier due its robust 

mathematical theory. It has many practical applications in a number of fields such as in bioinformatics, 

in medical science for diagnosis of diseases, in various engineering applications for prediction of model, 

in finance for forecasting etc. It is widely used in medical science because of its powerful learning ability 

in classification. It can classify highly nonlinear data using kernel function. This paper proposes and 

analyses diagnostic model to classify the most common skin illnesses and also provide a useful insight 

into the SVM algorithm. In rural areas where people are generally treated by paramedical staff, skin 

patients are not subject to proper diagnosis resulting in mistreatment. We think SVM is a good tool for 

proper diagnosis. This paper uses various kernels for classification and achieving the best accuracy of 

95.39%. 

A Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a discriminative classifier formally defined by a separating 

hyperplane. In other words, given labeled training data (supervised learning), the algorithm outputs an 

optimal hyperplane which categorizes new examples. In two dimentional space this hyperplane is a line 

dividing a plane in two parts where in each class lay in either side. 

Time Series 
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Ti e series — is a series of data poi ts i dexed or listed or graphed  i  ti e order. 

Therefore data is organized around relatively deterministic timestamps, and therefore, compared to 

random samples, may contain additional information that we will try to extract. 

Markov Models 

Hidden Markov models are especially known for their application in reinforcement learning and 
temporal pattern recognition such as speech, handwriting, gesture recognition, part-of-speech 
tagging, musical score following, partial discharges and bioinformatics. 

Terminology in HMM 

The term hidden refers to the first order Markov process behind the observation. Observation 
refers to the data we know and can observe. Markov process is shown by the interaction between 
“Rainy” and “Sunny” in the below diagram and each of these are HIDDEN STATES. 

 

OBSERVATIONS are known data and refers to “Walk”, “Shop”, and “Clean” in the above 
diagram. In machine learning sense, observation is our training data, and the number of hidden 
states is our hyper parameter for our model. Evaluation of the model will be discussed later. 
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T = don‟t have any observation yet, N = 2, M = 3, Q = {“Rainy”, “Sunny”}, V = {“Walk”, 
“Shop”, “Clean”} 

State transition probabilities are the arrows pointing to each hidden state. Observation 
probability matrix are the blue and red arrows pointing to each observations from each hidden 
state. The matrix are row stochastic meaning the rows add up to 1. 

 

 

The matrix explains what the probability is from going to one state to another, or going from one 
state to an observation. 

Initial state distribution gets the model going by starting at a hidden state. 

Full model with known state transition probabilities, observation probability matrix, and initial 
state distribution is marked as, 
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Autoregressive Models 

In statistics, econometrics and signal processing, an autoregressive (AR) model is a 
representation of a type of random process; as such, it is used to describe certain time-varying 
processes in nature, economics, etc. The autoregressive model specifies that the output variable 
depends linearly on its own previous values and on a stochastic term (an imperfectly predictable 
term); thus the model is in the form of a stochastic difference equation. In machine learning, an 
autoregressive model learns from a series of timed steps and takes measurements from previous 
actions as inputs for a regression model, in order to predict the value of the next time step.[1]  

Together with the moving-average (MA) model, it is a special case and key component of the 
more general ARMA and ARIMA  models of time series, which have a more complicated 
stochastic structure; it is also a special case of the vector autoregressive model (VAR), which 
consists of a system of more than one interlocking stochastic difference equation in more than 
one evolving random variable.  

Contrary to the moving-average model, the autoregressive model is not always stationary as it 
may contain a unit root.  
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